
Fountain Hills High School  
Advanced Placement Literature 

 Summer Reading Requirements 
 

   
 

 Over the summer, read each of the novels listed at the end of this sheet.  If you hate to 
read and choose to use only Sparknotes, change your schedule immediately—you don’t belong in this class.  
AP Literature is all about reading—there is no room for slackers in this class.  The novels are available at 
libraries, book stores, or online bookstores.  I advise you to purchase your own copy so that you may mark up 
important passages, write definitions, outline characters in the pages, etc.  As you read these books, please 
highlight, take notes, and read Internet background material (You might check out Spark Notes AFTER you 
read the novels). Study these notes prior to class in August.   
 

During the first few days of school, you will be given the opportunity to demonstrate your reading and 
writing proficiencies through in-class assignments and tests based on these works of literature.  Your 
performance during the first few weeks of class will indicate whether you can survive Advanced Placement 
English. 

 
You know my fascination with psychology.  These books were chosen to complement the ones we’re 

reading during the year to help better understand and analyze the human condition.   
 

 If you do poorly on the summer reading unit, you will be asked to change to an easier English course.  
Should these novels prove too difficult or too time-consuming for you, please see your counselor the week 
prior to school to change your schedule.   
 
 Your parents will need to be involved with your summer reading.  Have them read and sign the 
form at the end of this packet.  You will bring the form with you the first day of class. 
  

Start saving your money—the $100 (estimate) fee for the AP test to be taken at year’s end will be due 
second semester.  All AP students are REQUIRED to take the test as part of the course.  If you do well on the 
AP test, you will save college tuition for 3 credits of college English or college elective credit, depending upon 
the policy of the college you select. 
  
Enjoy your summer reading.   
         
 
 

 
 

Jamie Sunshine      

jsunshine@fhacademics.org  
 
 

12th Grade Summer Reading List 
 



MANDATORY READING: 
 
1. Crime and Punishment by Fyodor Dostoevsky (1866) 
 --Raskolnikov reasons that men like himself, by virtue of their intellectual superiority, can and must transcend 
societal law. To test his theory, he devises the perfect crime—the murder of a spiteful pawnbroker living in St. Petersburg.  
The novel takes the reader on a journey into the darkest recesses of the criminal and depraved min, and exposes the soul 
of a man possessed by both good and evil…a man who cannot escape his own conscience. 
 
2. No Country For Old Men by Cormac McCarthy (2005) 
 --On the Texas/Mexico border, rustlers have given way to drug-runners and small towns have become free-fire 
zones. One day, a good old boy named Llewellyn Moss finds a pickup truck surrounded by a bodyguard of dead men. A 
load of heroin and two million dollars in cash are still in the back. When Moss takes the money, he sets off a chain 
reaction of catastrophic violence that not even the law–in the person of aging, disillusioned Sheriff Bell–can contain.As 
Moss tries to evade his pursuers–in particular a mysterious mastermind who flips coins for human lives–McCarthy 
simultaneously strips down the American crime novel and broadens its concerns to encompass themes as ancient as the 
Bible and as bloodily contemporary as this morning’s headlines. 
 
3. Heart of Darkness by Joseph Conrad (1902) 

-- Are there differences between “civilization” and “savages” or does mankind truly have a heart of darkness 
regardless of location? 
 
4. Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde by Robert Louis Stevenson (1886) 
 --We all struggle with a darkness within, but what happens when one doctor finds a way to transform himself 
into that persona? Which side ultimately wins out for control? Another exploration of the darkness of humanity that has 
left its mark on literature and movies to this very day. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 SUGGESTED SUPPLEMENTARY READING: 
(These books will help you read and analyze literature, novels, and poetry as college students do and help you gain 
awareness of what professors look for from their students.  These books are not mandatory.) 
 
1. How to Read Literature Like a Professor by Thomas C. Foster 
2. How to Read Novels Like a Professor by Thomas C. Foster 
3. How to Read Poetry Like a Professor by Thomas C. Foster 
 
 

Parent Form 
(Bring to class, signed, on day one) 

 
This is to ensure you acknowledge that your son/daughter has not only read the assigned reading, but effectively 
understands the material and didn’t rely on Sparknotes or film as a replacement. A bonus would be to have them 
compare these novels to others of their respective time periods or with similar themes, check notes (if they took any), or 
just have a chat with them and let them tell you about these masterpieces.   
 
 
 
 
 



 
Student Printed Name: __________________________________________________ 
 
Student Signature:  _________________________________________________________ 
 
Date: _____________________________________________________________ 
 
 
 
 
 
Parent Printed Name: ______________________________________________________ 
 
Parent Signature: _________________________________________________________ 
 
Date: ________________________________ 
 
 
 
 


